Abstract. We present photometric and spectroscopic observations of stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud OB associations LH 101 and LH 104, located in the HII region N158, which we have also imaged. From our observations we have constructed upper H−R diagrams for these OB associations, which we find to consist mainly of three populations, one of 2 − 6 Myr for the stars inside the northern bubble (LH 104), and two populations in the southern HII region (LH 101), one of ≤ 2 Myr and the other one aged 3 − 6 Myr. We have obtained for LH 101 a normal IMF, with a slope of Γ = −1.29 ± 0.20 whereas for LH 104 the IMF is flatter with a slope of Γ = −1.05 ± 0.12. These IMF slopes are consistent with that of other OB associations in the LMC. Our observations reveal in the region of LH 101 the presence of both unevolved and evolved very massive stars, whose ionizing flux is in excess of that derived from our Hβ images of the HII region. The northwest nebulosity in the region of LH 101 thus appears to be matter bound.
Introduction
The Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) is rich in HII regions and young OB associations and, because of its known and relatively small distance, it is well suited to CCD observations and is an ideal laboratory in which to study the Fig. 1 . Reproduction from the ESO B sky survey of the N158 complex. The observed aeras are outlined and numbered. North is up and east to the left formation and evolution of massive stars. We therefore embarked on detailed studies of such regions. In this paper we will deal with the OB associations LH 101 and LH 104 (Lucke & Hodge 1970) , which were also included in the photographic photometry of OB associations in the Magellanic Clouds performed by Westerlund (1961) . These associations are inside the isolated elongated giant HII region N 158 (Henize 1956 ). This HII region is located 20 south of the nucleus of 30 Dor and stretches over 11 (equivalent to ∼ 160 pc) in the NE-SW direction. Its northern part is composed of a superbubble around the OB association LH 104, while the southern part containing the OB association LH 101 is a diffuse HII region which is characterized by three bright zones. The whole region belongs to a large complex of ionized gas in the northern part of a giant molecular cloud bordering the two young neighbour associations in the nebulae N159 and N160 (Israel et al. 1996) . Lortet & Testor (1988) have studied the morphology of this region, and described conspicuous sequential star formation from the stellar association LH 104 toward the most excited parts of N158C. The sequential star formation in N158 is strengthened by recent studies showing that LH 104 is dominated by B stars (Schild & Testor 1992) and LH 101 by unevolved and evolved O-type massive stars (Testor & Niemela 1996) , suggesting that this region is an active site of very massive star formation.
Integrated Hα and Hβ fluxes of N 158 through diaphragms have been measured by Kennicut & Hodge (1986) and Caplan & Deharveng (1985) . Jones et al. (1986) detected two infrared sources in LH 101: NIR 1 and NIR 2. NIR 1 has colours typical of a reddened O star of luminosity ∼ 2 10 6 L
The region of N 158 is also the third richest area of the LMC for WR stars. Nevertheless, a detailed examination of the stellar content of LH 101/104 is lacking, perhaps because the bright nebulosity hinders accurate stellar photometry. In this paper we present: -in Sect. 2 the data base, consisting of new observational material of stars in LH 101, namely UBV CCD photometry and spectra, and previous imagery and data. The data reduction closely follows the study of LH 90 by Testor & Schild (1993) .
-in Sect. 3 a description of the spectra of peculiar stars, and the H−R diagrams of the two associations with a description of their age structure.
-in Sects. 4 and 5 the determination of the initial mass function (IMF) for both OB associations, and for the HII region of LH 101 a comparison between its Hα luminosity and the Lyman ionizing flux.
Observations and reductions

UBV photometry
The photometry of LH 101 was carried out during an observing run from December 28, 1992, to January 1, 1993, at the European Southern Observatory (ESO), La Silla, Chile, with the 3.6-m telescope and EFOSC, the ESO Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera (Melnick et al. 1989) . The detector was a Tektronix CCD with 512×512 pixels, providing an image scale of 0.63 /pixel. The seeing during the run was about 1.3 and the images of LH 101 through standard U , B and V filters were obtained under slightly non-photometric conditions.The EFOSC field of view was 3.5 × 5.6 . The values of the instrumental ubv magnitudes were obtained with the DAOPHOT package (Stetson 1987 ) based on a PSF determination, as implemented in the MIDAS system. DAOPHOT is especially well adapted to crowded fields, as those in the Magellanic Clouds. A color correction was applied using the stars observed in the standard field PG 0918 +028 of Landolt (1992) . The following relations between the Johnson UBV magnitude and the instrumental magnitude ubv were obtained:
Because of variations of tranparency during the observations the constant offset was derived from some isolated stars of our association photometered by Lucke (1972) .
The typical errors calculated by DAOPHOT for the V , B − V and U − B of objects brighter than 15th mag are less than 0.01, 0.015 and 0.02 mag, respectively. In the range of 15−16 mags they are less than 0.015, 0.03 and 0.03 mag. Table 1 lists new UBV photometry for stars brighter than V ∼ 17. The region in LH 101 for which both UBV magnitudes and spectral types were obtained is outlined in Fig. 1 . We will refer to this area as zone 5, following the numbering of Schild & Testor (1992) (Paper I) . An enlarged finder chart is shown in Fig. 2 .
Concerning LH 104, except when noted otherwise, the photometric observations used as data base are from Paper I.
Spectroscopic observations
Spectra of stars in LH 101 were observed during the same observing run as the photometry, also using EFOSC with the 3.6-m telescope. The spectra were obtained both in single-slit and MOS mode (multi-object spectroscopy) with a grism providing a reciprocal dispersion of 120Å/mm and yielding a resolution of ∼ 8Å (3 pixels at 2.7Å/pixel). The detector was the same CCD as used in photometry. Some additional long slit spectra were obtained with the ESO 1.5 m telescope during two observing runs in January and December 1995, using the B&C spectrograph and the holographic grating, giving a reciprocal dispersion of 30Å/mm. In the range λλ4000 − 5200Å this grating allowed to obtain a spectral resolution δλ ∼ 1Å corresponding to ∼2 pixels. The detector was a 2000×2000 pixels Ford high resolution CCD. The pixel size of 15 µ projected to 0.7 × 0.7 on the sky. Table 1 . continued Table 1 : Column 2: "Sk" refer to Sanduleak (1969 ) , "Brey" to Breysacher (1981) , l to Lucke (1972) and w to Westerlund (1961) . Column 5: l Lucke's values. Column 12:
f foreground star determined from spectra, f ? possible foreground star supported by the observed color and b spectroscopic binary.
All the spectroscopic raw data obtained at ESO were reduced with the MIDAS software package available at Paris-Meudon Observatory. The usual corrections like flatfielding and sky substraction were applied in a standard way. The spectra were wavelength calibrated with a helium-argon arc and then rectified.
In addition, spectra of a few stars in LH 104 and LH 101 were observed with the 2.15−m telescope at Complejo Astronómico El Leoncito (CASLEO), San Juan, Argentina, during December 1996. These spectra were obtained with a B&C spectrograph with a grating giving a reciprocal dispersion of 120Å/mm. The detector was a PM512A UV coated 512×512 pixels CCD, with pixel size of 19 µ. The observed wavelength range was λλ3800− 4900Å. A ∼2 long slit was used, which eventually permitted the observation of several stars at the same time.
All the spectra obtained at CASLEO were reduced using IRAF package at La Plata Observatory.
Monochromatic imaging
Narrowband Hβ, [OIII]λ5007 and [OII]λ3727 images of the LH 101/104 complex were obtained with the Danish 1.5−m telescope at La Silla, Chile in 1985, as described by Lortet & Testor (1988 c V , B − V and U − B values published in Schild & Testor (1992) were slightly corrected using new photoelectric observations of star 47 and 61, secured by G.T. with the 1-m telescope at ESO the 17 of January 1991. Column 10:
wr integrated M bol and WR parameters (T eff and B.C.). Column 12:
f foreground star, f ? according to the anomalous colors the star should be foreground while its spectrum shows that it should be member of LH 104. Better spectral resolution spectra are needed for such a star that could be a late supergiant or a combination of an unreddened O star and a late star. rv A RV hel of 262.6 km/s ± 1.9 was obtained with CORAVEL (Lortet et al., in preparation) . Zic Spectral type given by Zickgraf et al. (1986) . Due to emission lines the V and B − V used for the M bol computation are 12.22 and 0.14 respectively, and give a lower limit of M bol .
emphasizes the low-ionisation structure and shows a long and weak filament surrounding the OB association. The Hβ image of N158C shows the HII region composed of the three bright excited zones 1, 2 and 3 which are best seen in the [OIII] image (Fig. 3) .
Spectral classification
The spectral types of the numerous OB stars present in both LH 104 and LH 101 were determined comparing our data with Walborn & Fitzpatrick's (1990) atlas of digital spectra. Further details of the spectral classification are described in Paper I. The galactic stars were discriminated by their approximate heliocentric near zero radial velocity. In Fig. 4 the spectra of a few evolved and unevolved OB stars are plotted in the range of λλ4000 to 4800Å. The star 5−31 (W19) coincides with the location of the NIR 1 source (Jones et al. 1986 ). Its optical spectrum shows a narrow NIV λ4058Å emission feature and NV λλ4604,4620Å absorption lines (Fig. 4) . The NIV λ4058 emission line is slightly stronger than NIII λ4640 emission, (Breysacher 1981) , appears to consist of two components (a) and (b) of similar magnitude separated by only 1.6 (Fig. 3) . The spectrum of the northern component (a) = 5 − 65 shows HeII λ4686 and NIII λ4640 in emission (Fig. 3.1.1a) . The HeI λ4471 appears similar to HeII λ4541, thus we classify this star as O7 If. From several spectra obtained during consecutive nights, the emission lines of NIII and HeII show large amplitude radial velocity variations. This star probably is a spectroscopic binary. The spectrum of the southern compo- The visually brightest star in LH 101, HD 269923 has been classified by Fitzpatrick (1991) as A0 Ia + . In our spectra, P Cygni profiles are well seen in Hβ and Hγ. Particularly prominent is the P Cyg profile in Hβ, with extended emission wings (Fig. 3.1.1b) . This kind of profiles are often observed in Luminous Blue Variable (LBV) type stars (e.g. Walborn 1997 ). The spectrum of HD 269923 also presents many strong photospheric absorption lines of Fe II. This luminous star located at the northern edge of the association LH 104, was studied by Shore & Sanduleak (1983) . Our spectrum of δλ ∼ 1Å (Fig. 5c) shows very narrow emissions of low-excitation metals, and strong nebular and Balmer emission lines. As the variations of these strong lines affect the photometry the V and B − V magnitudes have to be corrected by 0. m 24 and 0. m 20, respectively (Zickgraf et al. 1986 ). The widths of a few lines are listed in Table 3 . In order to have a good accuracy on sharp lines the third column indicates F W HM values obtained after deconvolution by a gaussian of F W HM = 1Å. These characteristics with an Hβ equivalent width of ∼ 200Å confirm the B[e] supergiant type of this star described by Zickgraf (1990) . Our spectrum has rather better signal/noise ratio than those published previously, and allows to point out very well the presence of a relatively weak and broad HeII λ4686 emission line of F W HM = 15.2Å, an indication for a hot, high velocity stellar wind (Zickgraf et al. 1986 ). The stellar energy distribution derived by color calibration is not accurate due to uncertainties of the bolometric magnitude (M bol ) for hot stars with log T eff > 4.4 (Massey et al. 1995) . Therefore we need to place these stars in the H−R diagram with the help of spectral types obtained by spectroscopy.
We deduced values of E(B − V ), M bol and log T eff which are listed in Tables 1 and 2 where Cols. 1 and 2 give the stellar identification, and Col. 3 the epoch 2000 coordinates. We adopted a distance modulus m − M = 18.5 (e.g. Panagia et al. 1991) for the LMC, and an ordinary ratio R = 3.1 = A V /E(B − V ).
The (B − V ) 0 intrinsic color indices, the bolometric corrections (BC) and T eff for different spectral types were taken from Schmidt-Kaler (1982) , except for O stars for which the values from Chlebowski & Garmany (1991) were used. For WR stars the T eff is from Hamann et al. (1991) and Koesterke et al. (1991) and BC from Smith & Maeder (1989) .
Transformation to M bol , T eff for unknown spectral type stars
For stars of unknown spectral type, we first determined the color factor Q = (U − B) − 0.72(B − V ), a coarse indicator of spectral type and then derived the stellar parameters following the procedure of Massey et al. (1995) .
The differences between the observational and the theoretical values of the Q parameter listed in Col. 7 of Tables 1 and 2, show that in a nebula and bad photometric conditions this parameter is not reliable for hot stars, contrary to the spectroscopy classification (e.g. Q ∼ −0.80 for the stars 5−31 and 5−52 instead of ∼ −0.95) .
Hertzprung-Russel diagrams of LH 101 and LH 104
The resulting H−R diagrams log T eff vs. M bol for both OB associations are shown in Figs. 4.1a and b. We dis- criminated between stars with spectral classifications and those with photometry only, denoting them with different symbols. We also overlaid a few stellar evolutionary tracks and isochrones calculated by Schaerer et al. (1993) for a metallicity of Z = 0.008.
In Tables 1 and 2 the apparent magnitudes and the colors of the three WR + O systems refer to the observed integrated magnitude, as is the case for the spectroscopic binary star 5−65 of type O7If. The composite spectra are shown in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5d . The M bol derived from these integrated magnitudes does not have any clear meaning. However these stars should be taken into account in the HR diagram and the IMF. As a first approximation, since spectra of both components are visible, we have assumed that these systems are composed of two stars of similar magnitudes, and that the O components in the WR systems are of luminosity class V .
In the HR diagrams of Figs. 4.1a and b, we have plotted the positions of the O+O and WR+O systems as they would appear with the M bol values which result from the apparent integrated magnitude and T eff of the O type component. This illustrates how the stars would appear in the HR diagram if we had no information about their binarity.
Arrows are drawn from these positions in the HR diagram to where the components would be located assuming two equal magnitude stars of the observed spectral types. In LH 104 this procedure locates the WR+O systems in the bin 40 − 60 M .
Age
LH 101 seems to consist of two subpopulations (Table 4) . A comparison with the isochrones shows that the younger (Shaerer et al. 1993) subgroup has an age of ≤ 2 Myr and the older one of ∼ 3− 6 Myr. As noted by Testor & Niemela (1996) , stars outside the nebulosity seem to be somewhat more evolved than those inside the nebulosity. Thus sequential star formation appears to be present even at scales less than 50 pc.
LH 104 consists mainly of a young population spreading out between 2 and 6 Myr ( Table 4) . The HR diagrams also show in both associations a group of older and less massive stars.
IMF
We used the term initial mass function (IMF) for an observed mass function that is already evolved and we assume that the stars are coeval (Parker & Garmany 1993) although if we refer to our previous and present results (Testor & Schild 1993) this is not completely valid. To construct the IMF we counted between mass tracks shown in the H−R diagram the number of stars. Using Scalo's (1986) We combine stars with known spectral types and stars of which M bol and T eff were derived by photometry only and consider that the incompleteness becomes significant below 10 M . We find IMF slopes of Γ = −1.29 ± 0.20 and Γ = −1.05 ± 0.12 for LH 101 and LH 104, respectively. The IMF slope for LH101 is close to that of Salpeter (1955) . As its stars constitute two age groups the IMF should represent rather the PDMF (Massey 1997) , i.e. the mass function of the massive stars observed at the present day. The derived mass function ξ is shown in Figs. 5a and b. The flatter slope of the IMF in LH 104 is probably a consequence of our approximate method in deriving the parameters of the O and WR components in the massive binary systems. Some of these systems could contain more than two stars.
The IMF slopes found are comparable with those of numerous LMC OB associations in the LMC studied by different authors and listed by Massey (1997) . 
Hα flux in LH 101
Absolute Hα photometry observations (Caplan & Deharveng 1985) in an aperture of 4.9 give an Hα flux of LH 101 equivalent to a number of Lyman continuum photons per second (N obs Lyc ) of 112 10 48 photons/s (Devereux & Scowen 1994 ) and corresponding to ∼3 O V stars (Panagia 1973) . The number of Lyman continuum photons derived from our quasi complete O star content of LH 101 (N P Lyc ) (Table 5 ) in the same area (Fig. 3 ) is found to be larger (N P Lyc = 420 10 48 ph/s ) corresponding to ∼ 10 O V. As seen in Fig. 3 , the HII region is composed of three distinct zones. Using a few IDS nebular spectra of bright regions of LH 101 obtained with the ESO 1.5−m telescope in 1984, and our monochromatic CCD Hβ image (Fig. 3) , we calibrated each zone in flux F (Hβ) ( Table 5) .
We notice that as well in each HII zone as in the whole HII region, the N P Lyc derived from the O stars is greater than N obs Lyc derived from the observed Hα or Hβ flux by a factor 3-4. This discrepancy could be both attributed to inhomogeneity in the gas that would let escape Lyman continuum photons and to dust obscuration sensitive to Hα (Caldwell & Kutner 1996) . The reality of this density inhomogeneity is a basic property of young HII regions. Here we notice that the stellar population is strongly different in the S−E active HII region populated by unevolved O stars, and in the N−W and towards LH 104 where stellar winds probably have dispersed the interstellar matter.
Summary
We combined new observations of the LH 101 OB association with the previously published data of LH 104, in order to construct upper H−R diagrams of the stellar population of the two regions. We find the following:
-LH 101 consists of at least two age groups, one with an age of ≤ 2 Myr mainly composed of stars inside the nebulosity, and the other of stars outside the nebulosity (Panagia 1973) . Column 7: Extinction C(Hβ) from Hα/Hβ.
with an age of 3 − 6 Myr. LH 104 appears to be composed only of one group of 2 − 6 Myr.
-The IMF slope of LH 101 with Γ ≤ −1.29 ± 0.20 seems to be well represented by a Salpeter slope, whereas for LH 104 the IMF slope is flatter with Γ ∼ −1.05 ± 0.12, which probably is the result of the presence of the binary systems containing WR stars.
-LH 101 contains within the nebulosity to the S−E several reddened unevolved early O type stars, and in the N−W portion unreddened evolved massive stars outside the nebulosity, suggesting that even in LH 101 a propagating star formation is present, probably on a scale of the order of 50 pc.
-The ionizing flux provided by the early O stars present in N158C is in excess of that derived from the Hβ luminosity of our narrow band image. Therefore, the Hβ or Hα luminosity may not be a reliable indicator of stellar content in sites of massive star formation.
